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ABSTRACT

To support the computer simulation study for reactor control system
design and performance evaluation, a dynamic model of the reactor coolant
system (RCS) and reflector cooling system has been developed. This model
is composed of the reactor coolant loo momentum equation, RCS pump
dynamic equation, RCS pump characteris i.c equation, and the energy
equation for the coolant inside the various components and pipings. The
model is developed versatile enough to simulate the normal steady-state
conditions as well as most of the anticipated flow transients without
pipe rupture. This model has been successfully implemented to the plant
simulation code, KHRRSIM, for the Korea Multi-purpose Research Reactor
and is now under extensive validation test. The validation at initial
stage has been comparison of its result with that of the already
validated, more detailed reactor system transient cede such as RELAP5.
The results, as compared to the predictions by RELAP5 simulation, have
been in general found to be very encouraging and the model is judged to
be accurate enough to fulfill its intended purpose. However, this model
will be continued to be validated against the available other plant's
data and eventually be assessed by the commissioning test data of KMRR in
the near future.
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A DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM FLOW
FOR KMRR PLANT SIMULATION

1. INTRODUCTION

In simulating the plant dynamic behaviour for the design and performance
evaluation of a reactor control system, the importance of a robust and
reliable model of the plant itself cannot be overemphasized. As the design of
reactor protection system (RPS) and reactor regulation system (RRS) of Korea
Multi-purpose Research Reactor (KMRR) approaches to the final stage, it became
necessary to thoroughly evaluate the performance of reactor control system,
the compatibility between RPS protection logics and RRS control algorithm and
the adequacy of the interlock logics set up between RPS/RRS and major plant
components such as reactor coolant pumps. To perform this evaluation it is
desired to have a plant dynamic model by which not only the routine startup or
shutdown processes of a reactor, but also the major anticipated transients
expected during reactor lifetime can be simulated with reasonable accuracy.
It is because of this reason that the dynamic model of KMRR reactor coolant
system and reflector system has been developed and tested for the past two
years.

The model consists of the reactor coolant loop momentum equation, pump dynamic
equation, pump performance characteristic equation, and the energy equation
for the coolant inside the various components and pipings. The model is
developed versatile enough to simulate the normal steady-state conditions,
startup and shutdown processes as well as majority of the anticipated flow
transients without pipe rupture. The model has been tested for the reactor
startup, reactor shutdown, flow coastdown caused by power failure to either
one or two out of the two reactor coolant pumps, power setback, caused by loss
of secondary flow, and transition from forced convection to natural
convection. The simulation result, as compared with the predictions by the
detailed system transient codes such as RELAP5/M0D2, has been very much
encouraging.

2. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM OF KMRR

KMRR is an upward-flowing, light water cooled, heavy water moderated research
reactor submerged in a large water pool. It is designed to generate a thermal
power of 30 MW^ at maximum and the core top is open to the pool water to
facilitate the access of the experimental facilities. At normal operation,
the core heat is removed by the upward forced convection flow maintained by
two pumps in parallel and then discharged to the secondary cooling system
through two plate type heat exchangers. At low power below 15 MW^ the
reactor can be operated with only one RCS loop so that repair and maintenance
may be done to the components of the other loop. During reactor shutdown, the
core decay heat is removed by the natural circulation flow along RCS if the
secondary flow through the heat exchangers are available. Otherwise, the
core decay heat is dumped to the pool by a gravity driven recirculation flow
within the pool.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the light water reactor coolant enters the inlet
plenum located inside the reactor lower supporting structure, flows upward
through the flow tubes in the core where either the fuel assemblies or test
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facilities are located and exits from the chimney via outlet suction nozzles
attached on the lower part of the chimney structure. About 10% of the total
reactor coolant flow returning from the heat exchangers flows into the bottom
of the pool, and slowly rises in the pool outside the reactor and the chimney
structure. Then it is drawn into the chimney and flows downward to the
chimney bottom where both this bypass flow and the flow from the core are
violently mixed and sucked to the RCS pumps via the chimney outlet nozzles.

A salient feature of RCS design is that two kinds of passive core cooling
mechanisms are provided. One is the natural circulation cooling through the
RCS loops and the other is by the recirculation of the pool water via flap
valves mounted on the core inlet piping submerged in the pool. The latter
serves as a backup to the former so that the long term core decay heat may be
safely removed during the all the foreseeable abnormal operations provided the
reactor is properly shutdown.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMIC MODEL

This model describes the time dependent behaviour of the reactor coolant
system flow rate and the associated thermodynamic conditions of the coolant in
major components. The basic equations constituting this model are the coolant
momentum equation of the reactor coolant loops, reactor coolant pump dynamic
equation, coolant energy equation of the various segment of the reactor
coolant system such as the chimney, inlet and outlet pipings, heat exchangers,
coolant energy equation for the various segment of the reflector coolant
system, and the instrument dynamic equations.

3.1 Loop Dynamic Equation

The reactor coolant system of KMRR has one-and-half loop configuration as
shown in Fig. 1. In other words, the reactor outlet pipings are two, whereas,
the reactor inlet piping is one. The bypass line piping combined with pool
provides a small core bypass flow circuit connecting the heat exchanger exit
to the pump suction. To represent the hydraulics within this complicated
loop, the whole reactor coolant system was modelled as four flow path segments
located between the common exit of the heat exchangers and the chimney bottom
region and the linear momentum equation was applied to each loop segment as
below:

dW.
I. -i-i = (P. ). - (PD). - K.wT - gEp.SH. + AP . (1)
l dt l/i v R'i l l B. j j p,i v '

where j. is the geometric inertia of the flow in the i-th loop segment
D i *s t*ie c o ° l a n t pressure rise across the pump in the i-th loop

segment and described by the pump characteristic curve
gp.&H- is the gravitation pressure gain along the pertinent loop
segment
K- is the pressure loss coefficient representing the friction pressure
drop along the loop segment
(P,)^,(PR). are the pressures at the left end junction and right end
junction of the i-th loop segment
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In addition to these equations, another equation for the local mass flow rates
are available from the mass conservation equation at the junctions.

W. = 0 (2)

If these equations are combined together, the following form of the four
coupled first-order ordinary differential equations and one equation for the
pressure drop between the two junctions can be obtained.
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3.2 Reactor Coolant Pump Dynamic Equations

The dynamic behaviour of the reactor coolant system flow rate is determined
partly by the interaction between the linear momentum of the flow and the
angular momentum of the pump rotating components inside the pump. The former
is described by the loop momentum equation whereas the latter is described by
the angular momentum equation of the rotating component inside the pump, so
called pump dynamic equation. This equation adopted from RELAP5/MOD2 code [1]
can be written as;

r dco
p dt

:Thy + Tfr> (4)

where w is the pump angular speed

I is the inertia of the rotating component

x is the torque supplied by the motor

T, is the torque supplied to the fluid

Tf is the torque dissipated by the friction inside the pump

Here the hydraulic torque, T, , is described by the pump characteristic curves

which is a function of the coolant flow rate and angular speed of the
impeller. The friction torque, Tt , is also described as a function of these
two pump variables and is sometimes available from the pump manufacturer,
otherwise it has to be estimated analytically. The motor torque, x , is
usually available from the motor supplier as a function of the rotor angular
speed.
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3.3 Coolant Energy Tquations for the Loop Segments

The thermodynamic state of the coolant contained in the i-th loop segment can
be described by the energy balance equation applied to the segment in integral
sense.

(MCp). _ | = (WCp). (T.^ - T.) + Q. (5)

where Q. is the heat input rate to the coolant

The basic assumption underlying this equation is the complete and
instantaneous mixing of the coolant in the segment and the flow remains to be
liquid phase. This equation is applicable to any loop segment belonging to
either reactor coolant system or reflector coolant system such as incore fuel
channels, core inlet and outlet pipings, chimney, pool, and reflector tanlc.
The detailed equations for each segments can be found in reference 2.

3.4 Instrument Dynamic Equation

The dynamics of the measuring element, transducers, and associated electronic
equipments are simplified and modelled as either first-order or second-order
ordinary differential equations as below:

ft - L. CIJ0
(6)

3? • 1. <H-°>
T2

where I, M and 0 are the input signal, intermediate variable and output
signal of the instrument. T., T2 are the time constants of the
instrument.

3.5 Heat Exchanger Equations

The heat exchanger is a very important component in the plant dynamic
simulation since it plays as the linkage between the reactor coolant
system/reflector cooling system and the secondary cooling system. Within this
component, the thermal energy of the primary side coolant is transferred to
the secondary side coolant by three heat transfer processes; convection heat
transfer from the primary side coolant to the tube metal; conduction heat
transfer across the tube metal; and the convection heat transfer from the tube
metal to the secondary side coolant. In this model, the first and third
processes are assumed to occur instantaneously and described by the
Dittus-Boelter correlation; the second process is described by the unsteady
conduction equation integrated over the metal volume by approximating the
metal temperature distribution as a uniform one, or by a lumped parameter
conduction model.
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The thermodynamic condition of the both side coolant can be described by the
following energy balance equation:

(MC ) P

P 1

P - T P ) - ( h A ) P (T P T™= (WC ) . <T P - T P ) - ( h A ) P (T P - T™) ( 7 )
P •*• 1 — -L 1 1 1 1

dT?
p i _± = <WC ) . ( T . ^ - T?) + (hA)J (Tj - TP) (8)
^ dt ^

The integrated metal conduction equation is written as;

dT?
(MC )™ * = (hA)P (TP - T™) - (hA>? (T™ - T?> (9)

P * ĝ — i l l i l l

where the first term on the right hand side is the heat transfer rate at
the primary side of the tube metal,
the second term is the heat transfer rate at the secondary side of
the tube metal, and
Tj m is the volumed averaged temperature of the tube metal plate.

In this model, the heat exchanger is divided into three axial segments and the
above three equations are derived for each of these three segments.

Once all these equations described above are applied to the pertinent
components, a set of coupled first-order ordinary differential equations are
obtained. These equations are then combined with the existing reactor and
reactor control system models of K.MRRSIM [3] and solved numerically with
appropriate boundary conditions. The block diagram of the combined model in
Fig. 2 describes how the reactor coolant system is divided and how the
component models are linked together. The secondary cooling system, which is
composed of the heat exchanger, pumps, cooling tower and associated pipings,
is excluded in this model and in this study the thermalhydraulic condition of
the secondary flow at the inlet of the heat exchanger is used to specify the
transient boundary condition imposed by the secondary cooling system.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dynamic model of the reactor coolant system has been tested to simulate
the pump startup transient and the flow coastdown caused by the electric power
failure to eicher one or both reactor coolant pumps, and power setback caused
by low secondary coolant flow. After the plant initial condition has been set
up, the boundary conditions are imposed to the code as a time history table
form.

•i. 1 RCS Pump Startup

The RCS pump startup process is one of the important transie "s by which the
adequacy of the reactor startup procedures and interlock logics between
various components can be assessed. To test the RCS flov dynamic model both
RCS pump motors are turned on and the following changes in the RCS flow rate
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and angular speed of the pumps are calculated. The results are compared with
those predicted by RELAP5/M0D2 detailed simulation [4] in Fig. 4. According to
this comparison, the core mass flow rate and the pump angular speed are
predicted to reach 95X of their final steady-state values in 7.68 and 6.83 sec
respectively. Compared with RELAP5/M0D2 prediction, 10.67 sec for both
variables, the response of this model is found to be more promptly reacting
than it should be. This discrepancy has already been expected since the
coolant existing in each of the above mentioned four flow paths is treated as
a rigid body and thus the node by node sequential acceleration of the coolant
as the pump starts up cannot be taken into account properly. This is an
inherent drawback of the rigid-body-type loop momentum model that has to be
paid at the cost of simplified RCS flow circuit. Also, the failure to
consider the large friction factor under the low flow range such as laminar or
transition flow is thought to partly contribute to this difference. At about
12 sec into the transient the prediction of RELAP5/MOD2 matchs that of KMRRSIH
and continued to agree aftervards. The global agreement between two models
verifies that the interaction between the motor and pump, that between the
pump impeller and reactor coolant flow are modelled reasonably, whereas, the
dynamics of the coolant loop momentum equation needs further improvement for
better accuracy.

4.2 Flow Coastdown by Power Failure to One RCS Pump

In this simulation a flow transient caused by the power failure to one of the
two RCS pumps is simulated and analyzed. The plant behavior involved with
this transient is as follows: As soon as the electric power to one of the two
RCS pump motors is cut off, the impeller of the affected pump begins to slow
down and both the pump flow and angular speed decrease with time. The loss of
pumping power in this pump causes the momentum imbalance between the two RCS
outlet pipings and as a result, the flow of the affected pump is further
decreased and eventually blocked by the check valve at the downstream of the
heat exchanger on the same train. At the same time, the intact pump flow
begins to increase to adjust to the changing flow characteristics of RCS loop
based on its own characteristics. A little while after the failed pump flow
is blocked, a new steady operating condition is established for the new loop
arrangement. On the other hand, as soon as the core flow drops to 80% of its
full flow, the reactor control system issues a power setback signal to the
control rod driving mechanism. Then the reactor power is rapidly dropped by
the full speed insertion of the control rods and the thermodynamic condition
of the reactor coolant at various locations of RCS loop varies accordingly.

This transient is a desirable case for testing the overall aspects of this RCS
dynamic model because it involves several important phenomena such as pump
rundown, the coastdown of the associated RCS loop flow, the transition of the
intact pump operating point to new steady-state one, and the interaction
between the intact and failed loop flows. The results are shown in Figs. 5
and 6. In Fig. 5 the decaying mass flow rate of the failed pump and the
increasing one of the intact pump are shown as compared to those from
RELAP5/M0D2 simulation [5]. The agreement between these two simulations in
predicting the failed pump flow is very good and the result for the intact
pump flow shows that the discrepancy between two models gradually increases
and reaches a steady-state value of 6.7% error relative to the RELAP5/MOD2
value. The flow block time of the failed pump is predicted to be 17.7 sec and
is only 0.5 sec off as compared with 18.2 sec of RELAP5/MOD2 and this fact
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implies that the pump rundown, the coastdovn of the failed pump and the
interaction between the intact loop and failed loop, is well represented in
this model. In Fig. 6 the coastdown of the core flow and RCS flow is shown
and the agreement with RELAP5/M0D2 results is encouraging for the whole
duration of the transient except the residual steady-state errors. A close
analysis of both figures reveals that the agreement could be much better if it
were not for this steady-state errors. This steady-state errors are 6.7% of
the RELAP5/M0D2 steady-state values and it is thought to be caused by the
inability of this model to correctly represent the flow resistance
distribution of the new RCS flow circuit with one pump. This is because the
flow resistance represented by K-'s in equation (1) are mainly tuned up only
to the steady full flow condition. The final steady-state error is expected
to be further decreased if these K.'s were chosen in such a way that the RCS
flow resistance distribution in trie model may compromise between those of the
full flow and one pump flow steady-state conditions.

Another transients tested were the power setback transient caused by the loss
of secondary flow and flow coastdown caused by power failure to both RCS
pumps. The predicted coolant temperatures at the various locations of the
reactor coolant system reasonably agreed with those of RELAP5/M0D2 for both
cases, thus proved how well the heat exchanger model as well as the reactor
coolant system models perform in simulating the interaction between the
reactor coolant system and secondary coolant system through the heat
exchangers.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A dynamic model of the reactor coolant system and reflector cooling system of
KMRR has been developed and implemented to support the computer simulation
study for reactor control system design and performance evaluation. The model
is developed to be versatile enough to simulate the normal steady-state
operating conditions as well as most of the anticipated flow transients
without pipe rupture. bThe plant simulation code, KMRRSIM, to which this
model is implemented is used to simulate various transients such as RCS pump
startup, power setback initiated by low secondary flow, and the flow coastdown
caused by power failure to either one or two of the reactor coolant pumps.
The results are in general found to be very encouraging as compared to the
prediction by detailed RELAP5/M0D2 simulation and is judged to be accurate
enough to achieve the intended goal of model development.

As conclusion the followings are drawn;

(1) From the pump startup simulation, the dynamic characteristics of the
model is found to be rather fast reacting than it should be and this is
thought to be caused by the rigid body modelling of the coolant flow in
the RCS loop and failure to model the large flow friction factor for the
low flow range. Further improvement is found to be necessary to the
dynamics of the loop momentum equation for better prediction.

(2) From the power failure to one RCS pump transient, the phenomena of the
pump rundown, the flow coastdown and the hydraulic interaction between
the intact pump loop and failed loop pump are found to be well predicted
by the model except the residual steady state error of 6.7%. This error
is thought to be caused by the inability of current model to correctly
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represent the flow resistance distribution of the new RCS flow circuit
established after one RCS pump fails.

(3) To correctly predict the RCS flow with one RCS pump operation, a
compromised tune-up of the loop friction loss coefficients to these two
conditions is necessary.

(4) The performance of this dynamic model for the above two transients and
others such as RCS flow coastdown due to plant blackout and reactor
power setback initiated by low secondary flow, is found to be
satisfactory to fulfill the intended purpose of model development.
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APPENDIX

List of Symbols

I = Geometric inertial of a loop segment, instrument input signal
W = Mass flow rate of a loop segment
P = Coolant pressure at loop junctions
K = Pressure loss coefficient representing the friction pressure loop

along the loop segment
AH = Elevation change of a hydrodynamic node
AP = Coolant pressure rise across the pump
B = Forcing function term of the combined loop momentum equation
GO = Angular speed of the pump impeller
T = Torque defined in the pump, time constants of the instrument
M = Coolant mass contained in a loop segment, instrument intermediate

Variable
C = Coolant specific heat
T = Coolant temperature averaged over a hydrodynamic node
Q = Heat input rate to the coolant
h = Convective heat transfer coefficient
A = Heat transfer area

Subscript

i = An index denoting either the RCS loop segment or hydrodynamic node
p = Pump impeller, primary side coolant of the heat exchanger
m = Pump motor, metal plate of the heat exchanger
hy = stands for the hydraulic torque of the pump
fr = stands for the friction torque of the pump

Superscript

Y = Exponent applied to the mass flow rates of loop segments
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Fig. 1: Schematic Diagram of KMRR Reactor Coolant System
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Fig. 2: Simplified Block Diagram of KMRRSIM Simulation Model



Fig 3: Core Flow, Bypass Flow and RCS Pump Angular Speed Predicted by KMRRSIM
for the RCS Pump Startup Transient



Fig. 4: Comparisons of the Core, Bypass Flow and Pump Angular Speed Predicted
by KMRRSIM and RELAP5 Simulations for the RCS Pump Startup Transient
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